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EVOLUTION OF NEW TECHNIQUES IN HIGH JUMP 

Fifty Years Fosbury-Flop 
 

 

Eckard Kunigkeit 2018, M60  (* 1953) 

Dick Fosbury impressed the world by winning the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City with a new 

technique, later called Fosbury-Flop or simple flop. Until that time the straddle technique was 

the dominant style in the high jump. Fifty years later, at the World Championships in Malaga 

in 2018, twelve high jump world champions used the flop. Exceptions were M65, M80 and 

M90. 

 

Fosbury's Gold Medal and Olympic Record 

 

Results in high jump of 1968 Olympics 

1. Dick Fosbury USA 2,24 (Flop) 

2. Ed Caruthers USA 2,22 (Straddle) 

3. Walentin Gawrilow URS 2,20 (Straddle) 
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Sensational was the high jump style of Dick Fosbury, leaping head first with the back to the 

bar, not necessarily the height. This height had already skipped Valeriy Brumel (URS) in 

1961, by using the straddle technique, and he increased the world record height to 2.28 in 

1963. In the straddle style the jumper crosses the bar face down, with legs straddling it. Dick 

Fosbury never held the world record. The last Straddle style jumper to hold the World Record 

with a jump of 2.34 m was Vladimir Yashchenko (Soviet Union/Ukraine) in 16 June 1978. 

All record-setters since then have used the Flop technique. 

However, the development of the high jump has apparently stagnated for 25 years. Javier 

Sotomayor (Cuba) is still the current men's record holder with a jump of 2.45 m set in 1993. 

 

Technical details 

 

Dick Fosbury's success and the triumphant advance of the new technology were only possible 

because 

1. the high jumpers benefited from new high-tech jumping mats and 

2. the runways received elastic plastic coverings. 

Without these two measures, the straddle would certainly still be the prevailing style. 

The 1968 high jump revolution was thus solely a result of improved landing and starting 

(launch) conditions. Initiated by the Olympic victory of Dick Fosbury with a bang worldwide. 

Manufacturers of high jump mats needed some time after 1968 to optimize the necessary 

parameters. 

 

Comparison and evaluation of high jump styles 

 

Carlo Thränhardt, a prominent high jumper from Germany (Area Record - EUROPE, high 

jump 2.42 (i), 1988) expressed his skepticism towards the high jump theorists in an 

interview with the Süddeutsche Zeitung in 2018. With the Hay-technique (theoretical 

biomechanical considerations on the factors that influence the height of the jump)  even 
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higher jumps should be possible than with the flop. He said, "what the biomechanists 

invented on the drawing board never worked in practice". 

Gerhard Wenzke (M70), gold medall winner in high jump in Malaga: „The question of which 

highjump style is the best, can not be answered exactly. It plays a big role in practice, that 

the flop for most is easier to learn than, for example the straddle, and therefore has 

prevailed. After 1968, too few results can be recorded by straddle jumpers to obtain 

statistically correct results.“ 

 

High jump world record progression of Masters athletics (male) 

 

Thomas Zacharias 2014 (* 1947), straddle technique 

 

In the observation of senior competitions Gerhard Wenzke noticed that younger straddle 

jumpers bring the body's center of gravity significantly lower over the bar, thus more 

effective on the way. The effectiveness of the senior flop jumpers is even worse. Instead of 
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"hanging" with a hollow cross over the crossbar many fly "bent upwards" like in squatting 

over the crossbar and give away many centimeters. 

For the older seniors, Thomas Zacharias with his sophisticated technique is a highlight and a 

feast for the eyes - and an exception. 

It is interesting, however, that older high jumpers get the same improvement requests as 

the younger ones. Unfortunately, below a height of 1.60 m, the jump and landing 

preparation are not just merged into each other, but may even interfere with each other. 

That may then lead in practice to apparent technical errors that are criticized, but are 

unavoidable. 

 

The following tables confirm this thesis: 

 

High jump European records (WR) of athletes born up to 1949: 

Outdoor 

Born in 1937    M80 Carl-Erik Särndal, Sweden  1,38 m  Straddle 

Born in 1937    M75 Carl-Erik Särndal, Sweden  1,49 m  Straddle 

Born in 1937    M70 Carl-Erik Särndal, Sweden  1,59 m  Straddle 

Born in 1947    M50 Thomas Zacharias, Germany  1,98 m  Straddle 

 

 

 

Put simply, the boundary between the two jump styles straddle and flop is about 

1949, the year of birth: Before 1949 = Straddle, after 1949 = Flop 

or 

At the time (2018) is the transition of the two jump styles between M65 and M70. 
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High jump European records (mostly WR) of athletes until 1949: 

Outdoor 

Born in 1949 M65 Dusan Prezelj, Slovenia 1,67 m  Flop 

Born in 1952 M60 Vladimir Kuntsevich, Russia 1,81 m  Straddle 

Born in 1962 M55 Marco Segatel, Italy   1,91 m  Flop 

Born in 1962 M45 Marco Segatel, Italy  2,04 m  Flop 

Born in 1971 M40 Dragutin Topic, Serbia 2,28 m  Flop 

Born in 1971 M35 Dragutin Topic, Serbia 2,31 m  Flop 

 

2018 World Master Athletics Championschips Malaga 

Gold medals in the high jump (male) 

M90 Pengxue Su (CHN)    0.86        Scissors technique 

M85 Helmut Brüning (GER)    1.12               Flop* 

M80 Hans Miekautsch (AUT)   1.19    Straddle 

M75 Lamberto Boranga (ITA)   1.38   Flop 

M70 Gerhard Wenzke (GER)    1.51  Flop 

M65 Ulf Tudem (NOR)    1.57    Straddle 

M60 Peter Hlavin (USA)    1.68    Flop 

M55 Marco Segate ITA)    1.81  Flop 

M50 Adam Young (GBR)     1.81     Flop 

M45 Yoshihisa Fukumoto (JPN)   1.91  Flop 

M40 Ola Jorgen Karlsson (SWE)   2.02    Flop 

M35 Lysvanys Arlis Perez Rodriguez (ESP)  2.02           Flop 
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* Helmut Brüning M85 began only at the age of 56 with the high jump and athletics 

 

Alfred Hermes und Gerhard Wenzke 

Fotos by  Alfred Hermes 


